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Chapter 1: Next Steps
Please complete the following next steps as you consider changes that may be appropriate for 
your school or district so you can help students learn more by teaching less.

1. Examine current practices by considering the following questions. 

• Do teachers report that they have enough time to teach for depth of learning? 

• Do teachers report that they have enough time to differentiate teaching and 
learning and to build academic vocabulary, background knowledge, and 
prerequisite skills?

• Based on students’ readiness for the next grade level or course, do you have 
evidence or feedback from colleagues that teams have designed a guaranteed and 
viable curriculum?

• To what extent do teachers find pacing guides or curriculum maps too rigid to 
allow students time to master essential learnings?

• Does the comfort of the status quo inhibit a commitment to depth over breadth?

2. Discover research- and evidence-based common-sense practices by doing the following.

• Consider redesigning courses and the teaching and learning of academic 
essentials, empowering collaborative teams, and providing them the time and 
support to continuously improve their curriculum. 

• Before prioritizing standards, create dream statements that describe what students 
most need to learn based on teacher teams’ experiences.

• Convene horizontal and vertical teacher teams, and have them prioritize essentials 
and sequence concepts and skills by examining progressions between and within 
grade levels and courses.

• Establish external thought partners within the community or within relevant 
academic fields to validate the standards you prioritize. 

• Ensure that the quantity of content that scopes and sequences represent does not 
compromise the quality of learning for the priorities.

• Recommend teaching the most critical concepts and skills early in the year,  
even when teachers have taught these topics later in the year in the past due to 
their difficulty.

• Courageously re-examine the quantity (and quality) of tasks that teachers assign 
to ensure that teachers spend their limited amounts of time well.

• Early on, create initial drafts of assessments that gather evidence of students’ 
learning of priorities. (These assessments can help establish the targets for which 
teachers and students are striving and can help map out lesson sequences.)

• Vigorously determine which long-taught topics to deprioritize or no longer teach 
due to new standards, and hold one another accountable to avoiding curriculum 
creep—the risk that popular or long-taught lessons and activities will creep back 
into the grade level or course. 
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• Recommit to the definition and implementation of your new curriculum—it’s 
not the framework standards or the textbook, but the guaranteed and viable 
curriculum that teams develop.

• Leverage the power of PLC at Work to hold one another accountable to the teach 
less, learn more philosophy.

• Ensure that district and site leadership does not send mixed messages regarding 
the commitment to quality of learning over quantity of assignments.

3. Identify what you will stop doing, and develop a stop-doing plan.

4. Identify what you will start doing, and develop a start-doing plan.
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